About ITS-P21

General Information
Established in 2004
The Office of ITS-P21 is located near Hara stations of subway, about 30 minutes from Nagoya station.
They deal with PC and meeting table for 8 persons in the office.
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Meeting and after meeting

Contact
Address: 1-2902A Hara, Torquku, Nagoya city, JAPAN 468-0015
Tel/Fax: +81-52-808-5710
E-Mail: info@its-p21.com
Homepage: http://www.its-p21.com

ITS-P21 is organized to contribute to better life and city from the standpoint of Intelligent Transport Systems, investigating and analyzing civic needs and opinions.
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To collect civic opinions

1 Public Relationship
- Monthly report ETC - ITS Report
  We publish report about the trend of ITS and activities of ITS-P21.

2 To Sponsor Essay Contest
  We sponsor essay contest to visualize city every year from 2005.
  More than 1000 manuscripts were gathered this year from citizens of elementary school children to senior people.

To contribute to better society

3 To Participate Symposium, Events, etc.
- Symposium
  We participate in lectures, symposium, and sometimes take part in panelist, for example, ITS Symposium held at Tokyo University as follows.

- Social Experiment
  We participate in the social experiment of independent travel support system for handicapped people, held at the Aburi Expo, and in ITS festival held in Toyota city.

4 To Exchange Opinions with Other Cities
- Visited Portland city
  We visited Portland city in 2005, and invited Prof. Isacc Johnson of Portland State Univ. to Toyota city,

- Visited CIVITAS cities
  We visited European cities participating CIVITAS project in 2009 to exchanged opinions, total eight cities.

Nantes, France
Stuttgart, Germany